
Improving Lifestyles 
      Through Innovation®

GHOST CONTROLS® genuine accessories are 

designed to provide complete control and superior 

convenience for you and your family with your 

automatic gate opener. These products are 

specifically engineered to easily integrate into 

your system and grant you access to additional 

capabilities and control of your gate opener. All 

of these accessories are available from your local 

store and are backed by a reliable 18 month 

warranty when you register your product online.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY ON 
MOTOR AND GEAR ASSEMBLY!

Limited Lifetime DC 
Motor Warranty Gear Assembly 

Designed for Quiet 
Operation with Limited 
Lifetime Warranty

Integrated Waterproof 
Over-travel Position 
Setting Switch

Weather Resistant
Housing
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The GHOST MANOR Series
Automatic Gate Openers

and Accessories

www.GhostControls.com

Contact sales for more information: 850.846.6400 

Ideal for COLUMN MOUNT or
OVERSIZED GATES 16' - 20' WIDE



*NOT RECOMMENDED FOR SOLID SURFACE GATES 

Used for Entrance into Property

Used for Exit out of Property
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1000 lbs. Maximum Gate Length
and Weight*

PREMIUM WIRELESS KEYPAD | AXWK
The Wireless Keypad not only opens and closes your GHOST 
CONTROLS® gate, but you can create up to 40 unique codes for 
guests to access your property. The keypad also provides the ability 
for you to activate or deactivate PartyMode®  plus additional 
features for your system only available through a keypad such as 
1KEY® or PartyMode Secure® 1  and VacationModeTM . 
The Wireless Keypad can also be used as a wireless exit if placed 
inside of your property.

WATER RESISTANT REMOTE TRANSMITTER 
WITH MOUNTING BRACKETS | AXR1
The water resistant remote transmitter will control up to two 
separate GHOST CONTROLS® gate systems (single or dual). 
Includes universal mounting bracket for golf carts, ATVs, tractors, 
motorcycles, etc. Has large Glow-in-the-dark buttons for use  
with gloves.

SINGLE GHOST MANOR SERIES GATE  
OPENER KIT | HDP1
Gate Opener Arm with 6' cable. System control box, controller, 
(1) estate bracket, (2) warning placards, and (1) premium 5-button 
remote control.

PREMIUM 10 OR 30 WATT MONOCRYSTALLINE  
SOLAR PANEL KIT | AXDP OR AX30 
The monocrystalline 10W or 30W solar panels are a great solution 
for anyone who is installing a gate operator system in a remote 
location that does not have easy access to 120VAC power.

OUTDOOR MOUNTING PEDESTAL | AXGN
A simple and convenient solution for adding a Wireless Keypad to 
any post or column. This bracket is powder-coated aluminum and 
allows added convenience for access to a keypad from any vehicle.

PREMIUM REMOTE TRANSMITTER | AXP1
The premium remote transmitter will control up to two separate 
GHOST CONTROLS® gate systems (single or dual) by providing 
the ability to open or close, enable or disable PartyMode® , 
determine gate opener system battery status .

STANDARD REMOTE TRANSMITTER | AXS1
The standard remote transmitter will control up to two separate 
GHOST CONTROLS® gate systems (single or dual).

DUAL GHOST MANOR SERIES GATE  
OPENER KIT | HDP2
(2) Gate Opener Arms (first arm with 6' cable and second arm has  
a 50' cable). System control box, controller, (2) estate brackets, (2) 
warning placards, and (2) premium 5-button remote controls.

WIRELESS VEHICLE SENSOR | AXWV
The GHOST CONTROLS® Wireless Vehicle Sensor adds 
convenience for exiting your property and was designed for 
a quick and easy installation.

WIRED VEHICLE SENSOR | AXXV
The GHOST CONTROLS® Vehicle Sensor is the easiest 
way to trigger your gate to open when a vehicle is trying to 
exit your property. This sensor is buried beneath the ground 
surface next to your driveway and connects into your gate 
controller box.UNIVERSAL TUBE BRACKET KIT | AXTB

Mounting bracket kits that will attach a variety of devices to 
1-1/2"-2" tubes including tubular gates. These devices include gate 
opener kits, ZombieLock®, or any other device that needs to be 
attached to tubes.

WIRED PUSH BUTTON | AXPB
The standard push button will control a single or dual gate system 
up to 1,000' ft away with low voltage wire (not included).

ZOMBIELOCK® | AXZL
The patented ZombieLock® will provide your home with the latest 
in automatic gate lock technology with advanced feedback to your 
GHOST CONTROLS® gate controller.

LOCKING CLEVIS PIN | AXLC
This pin secures the rear of the opener arm to the gate with a 
padlock (sold separately).

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY ON MOTOR AND GEAR ASSEMBLY!

Scan to Build-a-Kit


